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and his gang. "̂ In the meantime Nashat has

been recalled for consultation and has asked
*

S~£&A ft^^i ̂ t4/ty

the Department to Asyaawĝ -iiie- passage to
Q *.. .

Cairo and back.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

[CYPHER] . ........ DEPARTMENTAL, (SECRET)

' FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO» . . ; . : , ' , . ; ...

D, 3.20 p.m. 11th March,No. 858. .
11th March,

& & &

IMPORTANT. ' • . . .

SECRET.

My telegram No. 819 [of March 5th] crossed your
telegram No. 720 [of March 5th] paragraph 6 of which, together
with your telegram No. 719, suggests that Nahas may now have
made up his mind irrevocably to replace 'Nashat.

2, I am not of course aware of the complete evidence
at ihas1 disposal, "but on general grounds I confess I should
regr a change, Nashat*s intrigues, as I stated in my
telegr,, above mentioned, will cut no ice here; and we could
easily fi;; ' ourselves forced to accept someone far less
satisfactory (though candidates mentioned in your telegram
Ho. 719 would "be acceptable). For instance, I am in a position
to know that Nashat is actively loyal to the allied cause and is
untinged by defeatism.

3. I realise that it would be useless, and indeed
inopportune, to attempt to induce Nahas to retain a representative
in whom he had definitely lost confidence; but I should like to
be sure that he has weighed the matter really carefully, and that
his decision is not the result of a fit of pique. Apart from
everything else, it would be an absurd situation if Nahas1



and not of Pulli and his gang.

the meantime Nashat has "been recalled for
consultation and .has asked the Department to secure
air passage to Cairo and "back. . .: Arrangements are being
made. ' - ' '

[INDIV]
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CAIRO.

Telegram.

Cypher • K
Departmental
Secret.

FORE-IGN OFFICE, S .W .1.,

Despatched

March, 1942.

SECRET.

My telegram No. 819 [of March 5th] crossed

your telegram No. 720 [of March 5th] paragraph 6

of which, together with your telegram No. 719,

suggests that Nahas may n.ow have made up his

mind irrevocably to replace Nashat. '•
s.

2. I am not of course aware of the

complete evidence at Nahas' disposal, but

on general grounds I confess I should regret
*

a change. Nashat's intrigues, as I stated

in my telegram above mentioned, will cut no

ice here; and we could easily find ourselves

forced to accept someone far less satisfactory

(though candidates mentioned in your telegram

No. 719 a-pe—erbi acceptable). For instance,

I am in a position to know that Nashat is

actively loyal to the allied cause and is

untinged by defeatism.

3.1 realise that it would be useless,

and indeed inopportune, to attempt to induce

Nahas to retain a Representative in whom he

had definitely lost confidence; but I should

like to be sure that he has weighed the matter

really carefully,and that his decision is

not the result of a.fit of pique. Apart from

everything else, it would bex an absurd
w*,'<j f'

situation if Nahas1 audience/v/ere -to result

in the departure of Nashat and not of Pulli
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on],

J1070/333/G

[Cypher] 17AR CABINET.DISTRIBUTION.

' TO 'EGYPT.

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE " TO CAIRO. \ .

' N o . 8 3 7 ' . . ; • • ' • • : . •
7th March, 19,42 - - • ' • D. 3.00 p.m. 7th March, 194.2

- a.a.a.a.a.a.a .". • .

PIPORTAMT. ' . '-. . • ' . - . . " - " • • ' • . : • - - . " • ' . ' •. • '

My telegram No. 836 was drafted before the receipt of ~

your telegram No. 720, from which I am glad to note that

Nahas has'now acted, and apparently with decision. It

may, however, be useful to you as an indication of the

misgivings which his earlier attitude was beginning to

cause us. .. You will of course continue to press for results.

. .(INDIV)
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this Kin* Farouk became furious. Whereon Nsiias Pasha stated
that he would not -work with All Llaher "out and about", that
King Farouk was showing1 no change of heart: and also His V
ilajesty must recognise there was a war on and that we were
his allies - that as long as he- was Prime Minister he was
determined to see that Egypt was a safe place for every
Englishmen and specially for British troops. This dre?/ from
King Farouk the jibe that the English would not always stand by

1 Hahas Pasha; they had not helped him in 1937 and they had not
] helped Hussein Sirri: • and- he* referred to us as "Perfide Albion". —
I lianas Pasha answered- that he did not care whether the English helped
I him or not. He had fully pledged himself and would stick to it.
1 His task was very simple - to champion democracy and the 'help of |
:, democracy. -, His-'motto'.was tlie treaty in spirit and in word. .To
X- him the spirit was everything, the word unimportant;- and if • •
1 anyone knew what that meant it was he, Hahas Pasha, "•','••

* * .

6* He then told King Farouk, that he heard there were
"mischievous rumours (referring to stories being -put /out by the
Palace) of a cleavage in British ranks about recent events. ;;
Hahas Pasha would stick to Sir II. Lamp son and trusted that /
King Farouk would too. If he, Hahas Pasha, heard anything of
the sort "he would be very severe". And if anyone British or
Egyptian wished to approach King Farouk it must be through him,
Hahas Pasha. T/hicii, he continued to' King Farouk, reminded him '
that he did not trust Hashat and must insist on Ms immediate

. recall. He had -no one in view and no one In mind to replace
him. But he must recall him: it ?;as a question of trust. .

7. Nahas Pasha then4 spoke of Saleh Harb (President of
Y.ii. Association) whom he was going to treat as he did
Ali Llaher. King Farouk tried to drag in the question of Moslem
Royalists. 'Hahas Pasha replied that Saleh Harb did not represent
Lioslem. feeling which he, lahas Pasha, was far better qualified to
judge. ; • ' • '• •• . • ", ;. '

t ^
8. .Finally King. Farouk told Hahas Pasha to do what he liked

about all 'of the above. He had undertaken the task and 'there was
nothing more. to be said upon which Nahas Pasha observed that he
was King Faroukbbest friend in that he was out to work for the
interests of Egypt' which should be those of his King. His
Majesty snapped back "I do not want any lessons" and Hahas Pasha

reupon recapitulated his various points specifically one by
on, and took his leave. . ;

9. The above is Hahas Pasha's own account pretty well in his
',7ord&. He expresses relief at having got it off his chest and

sed V,; himself , at having done so, so frankly.

10. He hope a to disband "the special cqn^abulp-ry11 (a farcical
body organised under Ali 1/laher as a Palace^instruiiient) next
Ilonday: and will deal with Ali Llaher and Saleh Harb this Saturday.

I1JDIV
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

t

[Cypher]
. • ' . ' W A R GABIHET DISTRIBUTION. (

FROM EGYPT.

FROi/I CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE. \

S i r M. Lampson. , . ' , ' • ' ' . ' • • •
Ho. ?20. ; ; ' D. 5.23 a.nu. 6th larch, 19*2.
5th March, 19*2. . ' R.*.10 *•&• 6th March, ,19*2.

My telegram Ho. 719. •

Hahas Pasha,had an .hour's audience with King Farouk
this morning. '.'""•"•.".'." .--. w

t°ru^ 2. He began by informing His Majesty( (hoping it would
']• s V , > please Mm) that he had arranged'with rae'decently to bury the

, .'i"Vr
 f) case of Aziz el Masri. King Farouk did not however rise and

':"7V\v, : ' dubbed it pure propaganda. After this unpromising opening
v-x Hahas Pasha next raised the matter of the Palace Italians who

he noted still remained. King Farouk said they would go but
wished to retain three in addition to Pulli. (At Hahas Pasha's
request I am going into this with our security: two of them'
are barbers, the third .a kennel boy).

*. Hahas Pasha next alluded to Pozzi and informed His
Majesty of the preposterous situation now reached r...l>ing

" v Farouk was astonished that neither Hahas Pasha nor we wished
- ' t o remain friendly with France. Hahas'Pasha retorted that

. Vichy was not France. He had now told Pozzi he would allow
i . only the [Swedish]Charge d1 Affaires to visit him and that he had

?.'•' behaved very bacfry. He was to keep Pozzi out of harm's'way.

, 5 . Hahas Pasha then turned to.what he described
to King Farouk as his most serious subject - Ali uaher.
King Farouk became furious and asked why? Hahas Pasha
replied that he had disliked Ali Maher since 1937. The
man had 'done grave harm to Egypt and to King Farouk. It was
due to him that the events of *th February had occurred. He
had at one moment contemplated sending him to the Sudan but
had decided better not.' So would now order him to stay"at his

Tatry house, see nobody and not go out without permission.
AS only "informing"ISngParouk'.cf this sJz^ras^i^slytonosl^tLisih'.the

BU* -. His Majesty [sic: ? Ali Maherj had been using
King .rook's name either with or without permission. 'At

. V this/
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2.

was the most important of the Italians in the Palace.

11. I mentioned the existence of a wireless
transmitter and the necessity of dealing with the question.
Amin took note. •

[INDIV.J



[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be retained
by the authorised recipient and not passed on],

[CYPHER]'

WAR CABBJET DISTRIBUTION.

FROM EGYPT

Sir M. Lampson,
.No.-. 719
5th March 1942

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE. .'"'

D. 1.25 p.m. 6th March 1942
(R. 7.02 p.m. 6th March 1942

J .

Amin Osman Pasha informed me on March 4th as follows.

2. Nahas Pasha proposed that Ali Maher be confined to
tyis country house near Alexandria, preferably with his own
consent, but if not by force. He would be allowed no visitors
or telephones.

5. Saleh Harb was to be relegated to Assuan.
Hasjgrp. undec. ?eim]Al Banna and Al Sukkari were to be interned.

4. Nahas Pasha wished to deal with special constabulary
as he thought they were a dangerous force under Taher. I
suggested that it would be best, subject to the views of the
Ministry of the interior, to dissolve the body which was of no
serious use and might be dangerous.

5. Nahas Pasha wished to establish an unofficial Anglo-
Egyptian Committee of propaganda so that Egyptian and British
propaganda may work on the same lines. I said that we had
wanted this for a long time. I am following up the matter at once,

6. Amin said that it was desirable that popular satisfaction
with the British should be emphasised by some sort of popular
demonstration apparently spontaneous. I am considering the idea.

7. Certain number of officials were being dismissed from
the Ministry of the Interior.

8. Nahas Pasha wished to replace Nashat by another
Ambassador in London and Y/anted to know whether we had any ideas
on the subject. I said I would think over possible successors
and suggested Hafez Afifi, Ali Shamsi and Hussein Sirry. Amin
doubted whether the first two would accept. Sirry's Palace
connexion might make him unacceptable to Nahas Pasha.

9. Amin stated that it was proposed to re-establish post
'tlitary Under-Secretary for Defence and to appoint Lewa Hassan

Abv. rahab, at present Director-General of Coastguards, in order
to ct, teract Palace influence as represented by Attallah, Chief
of the ,:..-u£f. I welcomed the idea.

10. Amin understood that the King had agreed to get rid of
of Italians from the Palace but not Pulli. Manas Pasha did not
propose to press immediately for removal of Abdul TJaliab Tallaat as
ne aid not believe he v/oulc. be dangerous once Ali Maher had been
dealt with. I demurred to this and also pointed out that Pulli

was/
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of allotting seats to the other parties, but met with a "blank
refusal on his part, for the reasons already reported to you.
To my mind there is unfortunately considerable force in them.

7. Dr. Heikal Pasha asked that he might toe acquainted
with my views on his suggestion, "but in view of Hahas Pasha's
attitude, it seems to me inexpedient to return to the charge
with Dr. Heikal for the present, though in actual fact I am
still pursuing the matter through Amin Pasha Osman. If the
British press publish articles in the sense suggested in my
.̂telegram No.560 of February llth, it will, ait least be clear to
'Dr. Heikal and the Saadists that we are sympathetic to the
|idea of their association in the machinery of Government.

I have the honour to be, '
Y/ith the highest respect,

Sir,
Your most obedient, humble Servant,



BRITISH EMBASSY

CAIRO

th February 1942,

/MLB

No.159y
(1/55/42)

Sir,

With reference to my despatch No*•155'.enclosing a copy
of a protest addressed to me by Ahmed Maher Pasha as President
of the Chamber of Deputies regarding our action on February 4th,
I have the honour to transmit a protest on the same subject
addressed to me by Abdel Aziz Fahmy Pasha, President of the
Liberal Constitutionalist Party. This protest was handed to
the Oriental Secretary by Dessouki Abaza Bey, Secretary of the
Liberal Constitutionalist Party.

2. As I have not acknowledged Ahmed Maher Pasha's
protest, I do not propose to acknowledge that of Abdel Aziz
Fahmy Pasha.

3. On my instructions the Oriental Secretary called on.
Dr. Hjejjfcal pasha, Vice President of the Liberal Party, who
practically runs the party in the absence .of the President,
now a permanent invalid. In accordance with my instructions
Mr. Smart spoke to Dr. Heikal in the same sense as he had
spoken to Dr. Ahmed Maher Pasha, see my telegram No.535.—-̂ r-t
Dr. Heikal, who was very friehdlr, did not seem to wish to
discuss the past, but dwelt on the present and the future, which
in his opinion, were presenting themselves in a sinister light.
He said that the Wafd had refused every form of National
Government during the discussions over our ultimatum. Now that
they had come back to power they were violently attacking the
other parties and had appointed a V/afdist Committee to rearrange
the electoral districts in such a way as to exclude their
.opponents. (In this they follow good precedent - it was
precisely what l.Icharnroea Peste Hehmoud did when he assumed office
after the ejection of the Wafd in December 1937). All our
friends, the Pasha said, were much upset, including Ahmed,
Maher Pasha.

4. The Pasha then went on to refer to the difficulty
of elections. The etat de siege and the censorship would have
to be raised. It would be impossible for the anti-V/afd
parties to avoid fighting the Wafd on the issue that the Wafd
had been brought into power by British bayonets. Y/as it, he . •
asked, in our interests that such a struggle should develop ?
Speaking as a friend he thought it was to our interest that we '
should persuade the Wafd to associate the other parties with
itself, inside or outside the Government, and thus avoid a
nation-wide struggle on the foreign issue.

5. Mr. Smart said that he could only communicate his
s to me, but added that it was not clear how we could induce

thu fd to do what he suggested.

6.
I took th-

reported in my telegram No.557 of 10th February,
,-st opportunity to urge on Nahas the advisability

/of

The Right Honourable
Anthony Eden, M.C. , M.P.,

etc. etc. etc.


